Double-Take Migration Services

Fast, Easy and Pain-Free Migration by the Experts

Migrations don’t have to be a white-knuckle experience. If you’d like your next migration to happen as-planned and without surprises, Double-Take® Migration Services can give you a hand.

Whether you’re migrating a single server, clusters or an entire data center, the experts from Double-Take Services can take the stress out of your migration. Through a combination of cutting edge Double-Take technology and industry expertise, our migration virtuosos will simplify the job and eliminate virtually all downtime required to complete it.

Double-Take migration products are at the core of every migration service, accelerating and automating the migration process. But a migration project is about more than just the right tool. In requires the right team of experts to deliver the fully scoped service you need. In 2015, our services team was named a best-of-breed services organization by Service Performance Insight (SPI), a global organization dedicated to the professional services industry. Let our experts make your next migration a success.

Full Service Migration

To learn how Double-Take Migration Services can take the guesswork out of your next migration, call 888-674-9495 and ask to speak to an account manager.

Deliverables
- Project management
- Discovery and analysis
- Fully scoped project plan
- Migration software implementation
- Quality checkpoints
- Post migration tasks

Benefits
- Smooth migration with no surprises
- Near-zero downtime for your users
- Freedom for IT staff to focus on other projects
- Risk mitigation
Every successful migration starts with a good migration plan. The experts at Double-Take Services will plan your migration using best practices, proven methodologies, and the experience they come from performing thousands of migrations. A full migration service includes pre-migration discovery and planning, dependency mapping, proof of concept, execution of the migration, validation testing, cutover, post-migration acceptance and cleanup.

Double-Take migration software is used as part of a migration service to migrate your data, server settings, system state information, and security identifiers in real time without impacting your business operations, regardless of whether the servers are physical, virtual or in the cloud. Automation keeps user downtime to only the seconds or minutes required for cutover. The software is optimized to accelerate migration to virtual environments, automate and streamline cloud onboarding, and even migrate clusters.

The migration specialists from Double-Take Services are the experts in using Double-Take migration products, but they bring more than just software expertise. Your consultant will work with you to tailor a service that meets your needs based on the number of server environments being migrated and their complexity. They can even perform cluster migrations – the most difficult migrations to manage. This is done without breaking the cluster service, and without major downtime – keeping the impact to a minimum for critical applications that must remain highly available. Let the Double-Take Services team tackle all aspects of your migration project and deliver a complete migration solution.